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Stochastic Impulsive Systems Driven by Renewal Processes
Extended version
Jo ao P. Hespanha and Andrew R. Teel
AbstractStochastic impulsive systems are dened by a diffusion process with jumps triggered by a renewal process, i.e.,
the intervals between jumps are independent and identically distributed. We construct a model for such systems based on
jump-diffusion equations and provide Lyapunov-based conditions that guarantee their mean-square stability.
As an application, we show that stochastic impulsive systems can be used to model networked control systems with stochastic
inter-sampling times and packet drops. Conditions for mean-square stability of the resulting systems are provided. For linear
dynamics, these conditions can be formulated in terms of Linear Matrix Inequalities.
We use two benchmark examples that previously appeared in the literature to illustrate the use of our results and to
investigate their conservativeness.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Impulsive systems can be viewed as a continuous ow that is interrupted at the so called jump-times. In stochastic
impulsive systems, the continuous ow is characterized by a stochastic differential equation of the form
dxt = f(xt)dt + (xt)dwt; t  0; x 2 Rnx; (1a)
where the driving term wt 2 Rm is a standard Wiener process. The jump times are a sequence of times t0 := 0 < t1 <
t2 < , at which the system's state is reset according to a law of the form
xtk = (k   1;xt
 
k ;zk); 8k 2 N; (1b)
where xt  denotes the limit from below of x as  " t, and zk an exogenous sequence of jump points taking values in
some set Z.
Stochastic impulsive systems exhibit three sources of randomness: the Wiener process wt, the jump times ftk : k 2
Ng, and the jump points fzk : k 2 Ng. We are interested in stochastic impulsive systems for which the intervals
ftk+1   tk : k 2 Ng between consecutive jumps are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). In this case, the
process
rt := maxfk 2 N : tk  tg; 8t  0;
that counts the number of jump times tk in the interval (0;t] is a renewal process and we say that the stochastic impulsive
system is driven by a renewal process. This terminology implicitly subsumes that the jump points fzk : k 2 Ng are i.i.d
and that all sources of randomness mentioned so far are statistically independent.
In this paper, we show that a stochastic impulsive system driven by a renewal process can be modeled by a jump-
diffusion equation with state-dependent intensity of the form
dxt = f(xt)dt + (xt)dwt +
Z
Z
((rt ;xt ;z)   xt )n(dt;dz); (2a)
drt =
Z
Z
n(dt;dz); (2b)
dt = dt  
Z
Z
(t )n(dt;dz); (2c)
where n(dt;dz) is an integer-valued random measure with jump intensity given by haz(t )Z(dz). The function haz()
is the hazard rate of the renewal process that characterizes the jump times tk and Z() is the probability measure of the
jump-points zk (details can be found in Section IV). This characterization of a stochastic impulsive system allow us to
use the It o formula for semimartingales and Lyapunov-based arguments to derive sufcient conditions for the stability
of stochastic impulsive system driven by renewal processes.PSfrag replacements
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Fig. 1. Networked control system
Spatially distributed systems controlled over a communication network  often referred to as networked control
systems  provide our main motivation to study impulsive system. Figure 1 shows a simple networked control system
for which a remote controller receives process sensor information and send actuation signals through a communication
network. In this gure, the encoder block map measurements into streams of symbols that can be transmitted across
the network, and the decoder block perform the task of mapping the streams of symbols received from the network into
continuous actuation signals. However, the network may drop symbols, which means that the strings received by the
controller/decoder may be a strict subset of the strings sent by the encoder/controller.
We show that when the interval between consecutive sample times is i.i.d., networked control systems can be modeled
by stochastic impulsive system driven by renewal processes. The construction of the impulsive system mimics the one
proposed in a deterministic setting by Nesic and Teel [6]. We then provide sufcient conditions for the stability of
networked control systems that explore the special structure of the impulsive systems that arise in this context.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews background material on jump-diffusion processes and the It o
formula for semimartingales. In Section III we show how a renewal processes can be obtained as solution to a jump-
diffusion equation. In Section IV, we show how a stochastic impulsive system driven by a renewal process can be
obtained as a solution to a jump-diffusion equation and provide a Lyapunov-based sufcient condition for stability of
the impulsive system. In Section V, we show how a networked control system can be modeled as a stochastic impulsive
system and provide a sufcient conditions for its stability.
Notation: In this paper, (
;F;P) denotes a probability space and ! an element of 
. To simplify notation, we
often omit the dependence on ! for random variables, functions, processes, or measures. When we need to emphasize
that a particular symbol denotes a random variable or function, the dependence on ! is included but separated from
the remaining arguments by a semicolon. We recall that a stochastic process is called cadlag if all its realizations are
right-continuous and admit left-limits.
II. JUMP-DIFFUSIONS WITH STATE-DEPENDENT INTENSITIES
A jump-diffusion process xt is dened by a stochastic differential equation of the form
dxt = f(xt)dt + (xt)dwt; t  0; xt 2 Rnx; (3a)
and a jump equation of the form
xtk = xt
 
k + (xt
 
k ;zk); k 2 N; zk 2 Z; (3b)
where wt is a standard Wiener process, the ftk(!)  0 : k 2 Ng form a random sequence of jump times, and the
fzk(!) : k 2 Ng form a random sequence of jump points taking values in some set Z.
In the simplest jump-diffusion processes, the intervals between consecutive jump times ftk+1(!)   tk(!) : k 2 Ng
are exponentially distributed i.i.d. random variables with (constant) mean 1=. Moreover, these random variables are
independent of all the zk and of the Weiner process wt. The constant  > 0 is called the intensity of the jump diffusion
process and it is well known that the expected value of the number of jump times that fall in an interval I := (t1;t2],
t2 > t1  0 is given by
E

n(!;I)

=
Z
I
dt = (t2   t1); (4)
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processes with constant (or Poisson) intensities and can essentially be viewed as stochastic impulsive systems driven by
a Poisson renewal process. There are two minor differences between jump-diffusion processes with constant intensity
and stochastic impulsive systems driven by a Poisson renewal process: (i) () in the impulsive system equation (1b)
is equal to the value of x immediately after the jump, whereas () in the jump-diffusion equation (3b) is equal to the
discontinuity in x at time tk; and (ii) in impulsive systems we allow () to depend on the jump index k, whereas ()
does not.
To model stochastic impulsive systems driven by more general renewal processes, we need jump-diffusion processes
with state-dependent intensities. In these processes, (4) is generalized to
E

n(!;I;A)

= E
hZ
I
(xt (!);A)dt
i
; (5)
where f(x;) : x 2 Rnxg denotes a family of measures on Z; I  [0;1) an arbitrary Lebesgue-measurable set in
[0;1); A  Z an arbitrary (x;)-measurable set; and n(!;I;A) the number of jump times tk in I for which the
corresponding jump points zk belong to A. Note that n is an integer-valued random measure on [0;1)Z, in the sense
of [4, Denition II.1.13, p. 68]. In particular, setting A to be the whole set Z, we conclude that the expected number
of jump times that fall in an interval I := (t1;t2], t2 > t1  0 is now given by
E

n(!;I;Z)

= E
hZ
(t1;t2]
(xt (!);Z)dt
i
:
According to this equation, the (expected) number of jump points per unit time will generally vary with time because
(xt ;Z) varies with xt. Moreover, jump times and jump points may not be independent since (xt ;) may favor
distinct distributions for the jump points, depending on whether jump times are more or less likely to occur.
The two equations (3a)(3b) are often combined into a single jump-diffusion equation, written as
dxt = f(xt)dt + (xt)dwt +
Z
Z
(xt ;z)n(dt;dz): (6)
The random measure (xt (!);) in (5)  which determines both the rate at which n is incremented and where the
corresponding jump points lie  is called the intensity of the jump process.
We proceed to justify the use of the single equation (6) to denote (3), which requires the notion of stochastic integral
against a random measure. However, if one simply regards (6) as a short-hand notation for (3), and takes (5) as the
denition of intensity, one can skip the following paragraphs and jump directly to the statement of Theorem 1, which
is the key result that will be needed in subsequent sections.
In the remainder of this section we assume that the reader is familiar with stochastic integration and martingale theory
at the level of [4, Chapters I, II]. By a weak solution to the equation (6) with jump intensity (xt (!);dz) and initial
probability measure 0 on Rnx, we mean a probability space (
;F;P); a ltration Ft; an Ft-adapted standard Wiener
process wt; an integer-valued random measure n on [0;1)  Z with compensator
(!;dt;dz) := (xt (!);dz)dt; (7)
and a locally bounded, cadlag Ft-adapted process xt such that x0 has measure 0 and1
xt   x0 =
Z
[0;t]
f(xs )ds +
Z
[0;t]
(xs )dws +
Z
[0;t]Z
(xs ;z)n(ds;dz): (8)
The process xt is called the weak solution-process. We recall that the compensator (!;dt;dz) of an integer-valued
random measure n(!;dt;dz) on [0;1)  Z is a predictable random measure for which
E
hZ
[0;1)Z
h(!;s;z)n(!;ds;dz)
i
= E
hZ
[0;1)Z
h(!;s;z)(!;ds;dz)
i
(9)
for every nonnegative optional function h [4, Theorem II.1.8, p. 66].
1The rst integral in (7) can be understood in the sense of [4, Equation I.3.4, p. 28] or [4, Theorem I.4.31, p. 46], the second must be understood
in the sense of [4, Theorem I.4.31, p. 46], and the last one in the sense of [4, Equations II.1.5, p. 66 or II.1.15, p. 69]. In integration against the
Lebesgue measure dt, one does not need to worry about the integrand being left- or right- continuous. However, for consistency we will generally
provide predictable integrands for which integration against semimartingales is well dened [4, Theorem I.4.31, p. 46].To understand the connection between this denition and (3), we recall that denoting by f(tk;zk) : k 2 Ng the points
at which the random measure n is incremented, we have that
Z
[0;t]Z
h(!;s;z)n(!;ds;dz) =
X
k:tk2(0;t]
h(!;tk(!);zk(!)); (10)
for every optional function h [4, Proposition II.1.14, p. 68]. In particular, for h(!;s;z) = (xs (!);z) we conclude
that
Z
[0;t]Z
(xs ;z)n(ds;dz) =
X
k:tk2(0;t]

 
xt
 
k ;zk

:
This shows that the last term in (8) is instantaneously incremented by 
 
xt
 
k ;zk

at each time tk, which is consistent
with the jump equation (3b). Moreover, at all other times, the last term in (8) remains constant and the evolution of xt
is determined by the rst two integrals, which is consist with the stochastic differential equation (3a).
To verify that the compensator in (9) leads precisely to equation (5), we take an arbitrary Lebesgue-measurable set
I  [0;1), an arbitrary (x;)-measurable set A  Z, and dene h(!;s;z) equal to one if t 2 I, z 2 A and equal to
zero otherwise. We then conclude from (9) and (7) that
E

n(!;I;A)

= E
hZ
IA
n(!;ds;dz)
i
= E
hZ
[0;1)Z
h(!;s;z)n(!;ds;dz)
i
= E
hZ
[0;1)Z
h(!;s;z)(xt (!);dz)ds
i
= E
hZ
I
(xt (!);A)ds
i
:
The following theorem is a consequence of the fact that any weak solution-process to (6) is a semimartingale, for
which one can apply the It o formula for semimartingales. A detailed proof of this result (with extensive references
to [4]) can be found in the Appendix.
Theorem 1: Let xt denote a weak solution-process to (6), V : Rnx ! R a twice continuously differentiable function,
and dene
LV (x) := rxV (x)  f(x) +
1
2
trace[(x)0HxV (x)(x)] +
Z
Z

V
 
x + (x;z)

  V (x)

(x;dz); (11)
8x 2 Rnx, where rxV (x) and HxV (x) denote the gradient vector and the Hessian matrix of V (x), respectively. Then
V (xt)   V (x0)  
R
[0;t] LV (xs )ds is a martingale and, when the function V is nonnegative and E[V (x0)] < 1,
E

V (xt)

= E

V (x0)

+
Z
[0;t]
E
h
LV (xs)
i
ds; 8t  0: (12)

Remark 1: Conditions for existence and uniqueness of solution to (6) are often formulated for Poisson intensities (i.e.,
not state dependent) [4, Section III.2c]. However, these results can be used to derive existence and uniqueness conditions
for state-dependent intensities using a thinning procedure [3]. An extended discussion on existence of uniqueness results
for jump-diffusion equations is beyond the scope of this paper. However, it is worth while pointing out that Theorem 1
holds whether or not weak solutions are unique. Moreover, we will show that the jump-diffusion equations introduced
in Section III to generate renewal processes always have weak solutions so existence is not a signicant issue. 
III. RENEWAL PROCESSES
Consider two sequences of random variable ftk(!) 2 [0;1) : k 2 Ng and fzk(!) 2 Z : k 2 Ng, which we call the
sequence of jump times and the sequence of jump points, respectively, with the following three properties:
(i) t0 = 0 with probability one and the random variables ftk+1   tk : k 2 Ng are independent and identically
distributed nonnegative random variables with cumulative distribution F and mean  > 0. The distribution of
the increments ftk+1   tk : k 2 Ng can also be characterized in terms of its hazard rate, which is dened by
haz(s) :=
F 0
(s)
1   F(s)
; 8s 2 [0;T); (13)
where T 2 (0;+1] denotes the maximum inter-jump time, and therefore F(s) < 1, 8s 2 [0;T). For simplicity,
we assume that the hazard rate is continuous on [0;T).
(ii) The random variables fzk 2 Z : k 2 Ng are independent and identically distributed with measure Z.
(iii) All random variables tk+1   tk, z`, 8k;` 2 N are independent.These sequences of random variables can be used to dene a renewal process
rt := maxfk 2 N : tk  tg; 8t  0;
which counts the number of jump times tk in the interval (0;t], and a timer process
t := t   tk; 8t 2 [tk;tk+1); k 2 N;
which provides the time elapsed since the last tk. The following theorem shows that renewal processes can be viewed
as solutions to appropriately dened jump-diffusion equations with state-dependent intensities.
Theorem 2: The renewal and timer processes rt and t are weak solution-processes to the jump-diffusion equation
drt =
Z
Z
n(dt;dz); dt = dt  
Z
Z
(t )n(dt;dz): (14)
with jump intensity haz(t )Z(dz), and initialization r0 = 0 = 0 with probability one. Moreover, the corresponding
integer-valued random measure n(!;dt;dz) satises
Z
[0;t]Z
h(!;t;z)n(!;dt;dz) =
X
k:tk(!)2[0;t]
h
 
!;tk(!);zk(!)

; (15)
for every optional function h. 
The following proposition is needed to prove Theorem 2. It lists well-known properties of renewal processes.
Proposition 1: The renewal process rt satises the following properties
lim
t!1
E[rt]
t
=
1

(16)
and, for every t  0,
P
 
rt+dt   rt = 0

 Ft

= 1   haz(t)dt + o(dt)
P
 
rt+dt   rt = 1

 Ft

= haz(t)dt + o(dt)
P
 
rt+dt   rt > 1

 Ft

= o(dt)
E

rt+dt   rt

 Ft

 Kdt;
where Ft denotes any ltration such that Ft  frs : s  tg = fs : s  tg. 
Proof of Theorem 2. To construct the desired weak solution to (14), we start with the probability space (
;F;P) on
which the tk(!), zk(!), k 2 N are dened and choose any ltration Ft to which rt and t are adapted. The next step
is to nd an integer-valued random measure n(!;dt;dz) with compensator haz(t )Z(dz)dt for which
rt =
Z
[0;t]Z
n(dt;dz); t = t  
Z
[0;t]Z
(t )n(dt;dz): (17)
Let Ft be any ltration such that Ft  frs : s  tg = fs : s  tg. The renewal process rt is a cadlag counting
process, Ft  frs : s  tg = fs : s  tg, and E[rt] < 1, 8t  0, because of (16). Therefore we can use [7,
Theorem 1 and equation (3.19)] to conclude that
rt = mt + at; at :=
Z
[0;t]
haz(t )dt;
where mt is a (zero-mean) martingale on Ft and at is an increasing Ft-predictable process. This shows that at is the
compensator for rt [4, Theorem I.3.17i, p. 32] and that rt is a special semimartingale [4, Denition I.4.21, p. 43]. Since
D :=
 
!;tk(!)

: ! 2 
;k 2 N
	
is a thin set and the process
pt := zk; 8t 2 [tk;tk+1); k 2 N
is optional, we can dene the following integer-valued random measure on [0;1)
n(!;dt;dz) :=
X
k2N
(tk(!);ptk(!))(dt;dz)

=
X
k:tk(!)2dt;ptk(!)2dz
1

where a denotes the Dirac measure at point a, for which (15) holds for every optional function h (cf. [4, Proposition
II.1.14, p. 68]). Note that n(!;dt;dz) is -nite in the sense of [4, Denition II.1.6, p. 66] because rt is a locally
integrable increasing process (cf. argument used in [4, Example II.1.7, p. 66]).To verify that the compensator of n(!;dt;dz) is indeed given by the (predictable) measure haz(t )Z(dz)dt, it sufces
to check that
E
hZ
[0;1)Z
h(!;s;z)n(!;dt;dz)
i
= E
hZ
[0;1)Z
h(!;s;z)haz(t (!))Z(dz)dt
i
; (18)
8t > 0 and for every function h of the form h(!;s;z) = 1B(!)1(s1;s2](s)1C(z), for arbitrary 0  s1 < s2, B 2 Fs1,
and Z-measurable set C  Z, where 1X(x) denotes the indicator function of X. For such h, the left-hand side of (18)
is given by
E
hZ
[0;1)Z
h(!;s;z)n(!;ds;dz)
i
= E
h X
k:tk(!)2[0;1)
1B(!)1(s1;s2](tk(!))1C(zk(!))
i
= Z(C)E
h X
k:tk(!)2[0;1)
1B(!)1(s1;s2](tk(!))
i
= Z(C)E
h X
k:tk(!)2(s1;s2]
1B(!)
i
= Z(C)E
h
1B(!)
 
rs2(!)   rs1(!)
i
= Z(C)E
hZ
[0;1)Z
1B(!)1(s1;s2](s)drt(!)
i
; (19)
where, to factor out Z(C), we used the fact that the random variables 1C(zk(!)), tk > s1 are identically distributed
and independent of 1B(!) and of the tk(!). On the other hand, the right-hand side of (18) is given by
E
hZ
[0;t]Z
h(!;s;z)haz(t (!))Z(dz)dt
i
= E
hZ
[0;t]Z
1B(!)1(s1;s2](s)1C(z)haz(t (!))Z(dz)dt
i
= Z(C)E
hZ
[0;t]Z
1B(!)1(s1;s2](s)haz(t (!))dt
i
= Z(C)E
hZ
[0;t]Z
1B(!)1(s1;s2](s)dat(!)
i
: (20)
Equality of (19) and (20) then follows from the fact that as is the compensator for rs [4, Theorem I.3.17iii, p. 32].
To nish the proof, it remains to show that the cadlag Ft-adapted processes rt, t satisfy (17). This is a trivial matter
since the left-hand-side and the right-hand-side equations in (17) follow immediately from (15) with h(!;s;z) = 1 and
h(!;s;z) = t (!), respectively.
IV. IMPULSIVE SYSTEMS DRIVEN BY RENEWAL PROCESSES
We are now ready to construct a jump-diffusion equation with state-dependent intensity that models a given stochastic
impulsive system driven by a renewal process. The following result is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 2.
Corollary 1: Let xt denote any process that satises (1) for sequences of jump times and jump points dened as in
Section III, and let rt and t denote the corresponding renewal and timer processes, respectively. Then xt, rt, t are
weak solution-processes to (2) with jump intensity haz(t )Z(dz) and initialization r0 = 0 = 0 with probability
one. 
Proof of Corollary 1. To construct the desired weak solution to (2), we start with the probability space (
;F;P) on
which the tk(!), zk(!), k 2 N, xt and wt are dened and choose any ltration Ft to which xt, wt, rt, and t are adapted.
We then dene n(!;dt;dz) to be the integer-valued random measure whose existence is guaranteed by Theorem 2. This
random measure has the desired compensator haz(t )Z(dz)dt and
rt =
Z
[0;t]Z
n(dt;dz); t = t  
Z
[0;t]Z
(t )n(dt;dz): (21)To verify that (2a) also holds, note that one can conclude from (15) that
Z
[0;t]Z
((rt ;xt ;z)   xt )n(dt;dz) =
X
k:tk2[0;t]
((rt
 
k ;xt
 
k ;zk)   xt
 
k )
=
X
k:tk2[0;t]
((k   1;xt
 
k ;zk)   xt
 
k ) (22)
and therefore the solution-process xt to (2a) have jumps at the times tk equal to (k 1;xt
 
k ;zk) xt
 
k , which corresponds
exactly to (1b). Between the tk, (22) remains constant and therefore xt simply ows according to (1a).
The following theorem is the main result of this section. It combines Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 to obtain a sufcient
condition for the stability of a stochastic impulsive system driven by a renewal process.
Theorem 3: Assume that the following two conditions hold:
C1 There exists a nonnegative function W : N  Rnx ! [0;1) and constants L 2 R, c;`  0 for which
rxW(r;x)  f(x) +
1
2
trace[(x)0HxW(r;x)(x)]  LW(r;x) + c; (23a)
Z
Z
W(r + 1;(r;x;z))Z(dz)  `W(r;x); (23b)
W(r;x)  kxk2; 8r 2 N; x 2 Rnx: (23c)
C2 There exists a continuously differentiable function  : [0;T) ! [0;1) and constants  > 0, 0 < a  b < 1 such
that (0) = 1 and
0(s)  (haz(s)   L   )(s)   `haz(s); (s) 2 [a;b]; 8s 2 [0;T): (24)
Then every weak solution-process xt to (2) for which E[W(0;x0)] < 1 is mean-square stable and satises
E

kxtk2

e t
a
E

W(0;x0)

+
cb
a
; 8t  0: (25)

The proof of this result can be found in Section IV-C. In the remaining of this section we discuss the two conditions
that appear in Theorem 3.
A. Condition C2
Intuitively, stability of the solutions to the stochastic impulsive system (2) will either rely on the continuous ow being
stabilizing, which corresponds to L < 0 in (23a); or on the jumps being stabilizing, which corresponds to ` < 1 on
(23b). In the former case, long intervals between jumps are desirable and in the latter case short intervals are preferable.
The condition C2 in Theorem 3 implicitly expresses this requirements, but it is difcult to verify directly. The next
Lemma provides an alternative version of this condition (possibly more conservative) that is generally straightforward
to verify.
Lemma 1: Assume that there exists constants d1 < 1, d2 < 1 such that
Z s2
s1
haz()d  (L + )(s2   s1)   d1; (26a)
`
e (L+)s1
1   F(s1)
Z s2
s1
e
(L+)F
0
()d  d2; (26b)
80  s1 < s2 < T. Then condition C2 in Theorem 3 holds. 
Note that (26a) holds trivially for any inter-jump distribution with nite support (T < 1) by setting d1 := (L + )T.
With Lemma 1, it becomes straightforward to determine whether or not condition C2 in Theorem 3 holds for given
distributions of the inter-jump time. The following corollary, considers a few common distributions:
Corollary 2: C2 in Theorem 3 holds for any of the following distributions of the inter-jump times:
(i) F is any distribution with support on [0;T) and `eLT < 1.
(ii) F is uniformly distributed on [0;T) and `e
LT 1
LT < 1.
(iii) F is exponentially distributed with mean  T and `
1 L  T < 1. 
The condition (i) in Corollary 2 is necessarily very conservative because it applies to every distribution with nite
support. E.g., if we compare conditions (i) and (ii) in Corollary 2, we conclude that when LT  1, the knowledge that
the distribution is uniform allows ` to become almost LT larger.Remark 2: The inequalities (26) in Lemma 1 are used to show that there exists a constant a > 0 such that the solution
to the nonlinear scalar differential equation
(0) = 1; 
0(s) =
(
(haz(s)   L   )(s)   `haz(s) (s) < 1
min

0;(haz(s)   L   )(s)   `haz(s)
	
(s)  1
remains larger than or equal to a for every s 2 [0;T). For specic hazard rates, one may verify that this is so by
numerically solving the above differential equation. However, a numerical verication does not permit the derivation of
clean conditions between ` and L such as the ones provided by Corollary 2. 
B. Condition C1
For linear systems and quadratic functions W, the condition C1 in Theorem 3 can be veried numerically in an
efcient manner. To this effect, we restrict our attention to system dynamics of the form2
f(x) = Ax; (x) = B; (r;x;z) = Rr;zx; 8r 2 N; x 2 Rnx;
and a function W of the form W(r;x) = x0Prx, Pr = P 0
r, 8r 2 N, x 2 Rnx. In this case, the inequalities in (23) take
the form
x0(PrA + A0Pr   LPr)x  c   trace

B0PrB]; (27a)
x
0
Z
Z
R
0
r;zPr+1Rr;zZ(dz)   `Pr

x  0; (27b)
x0(Pr   I)x  0; 8r 2 N; x 2 Rnx: (27c)
The existence of the constants c, L, ` and the matrices Pr, r 2 N for which (27) holds is equivalent to the feasibility
of the following innite family of matrix inequalities in the unknowns L, `, , Pr = P 0
r, r 2 N:
PrA + A0Pr   LPr  0; (28a)
Z
Z
R
0
r;zPr+1Rr;zZ(dz)   `Pr  0; (28b)
Pr   I  0; 8r 2 N: (28c)
This is because (27b)(27c) follow directly from (28b)(28c) and then (27a) holds with c := supr2N trace

B0PrB].
Conversely, if the inequalities in (28) do not hold, then it is straightforward to show that the inequalities in (27) cannot
hold for any nite constant c. When the reset matrices Rr;z are periodic with respect to the integer r, i.e., Rr;z = Rr+N;z,
8r 2 N, z 2 Z, we can restrict the search to periodic matrices Pr and (28) becomes a nite system of linear matrix
inequalities (LMIs) in the unknowns P1;P2;:::;PN.
As seen in Section IV-A, condition C2 implicitly imposes a constraint between ` and L, for which small values of `
favor stability. We can therefore use a line search as L ranges over [0;1) to verify if C2 holds for the minimum value
of ` for which (28) is feasible. Finding such ` is a quasi-convex generalized eigenvalue minimization problem (GEVP),
which can be solved very efciently [1].
C. Proofs of Theorem 3, Lemma 1, and Corollary 2
Proof of Theorem 3. Consider the jump-diffusion process in Corollary 1. Applying the corresponding operator L dened
in Theorem 1 to the nonnegative function V (x;r;) := ()W(r;x), 8x 2 Rnx, r 2 N,  2 [0;T) yields
LV (x;r;) = rV (x;r;) + rxV (x;r;)  f(x) +
1
2
trace[(x)0HxV (x;)(x)]
+
Z
Z

V ((r;x;z);r + 1;0)   V (x;r;)

haz()Z(dz)
= 0()W(r;x) + ()

rxW(r;x)  f(x) +
1
2
trace[(x)0HxW(r;x)(x)]

+

haz()
Z
Z
W(r + 1;(r;x;z))Z(dz)

  ()W(r;x)haz():
Using (23a)(23b) we conclude that
LV (x;r;)  L()W(r;x) + c() + 0()W(r;x) + `W(r;x)haz()
  ()W(r;x)haz()
2It would be straightforward to generalize the results in this section to functions f(x) and (x) that are afne on x.=

L() + 
0() + `haz()   ()haz()

W(r;x) + c();
and our choice of  satisfying (24), simplies the above to
LV (x;r;)   V (x;r;) + cb; 8x 2 Rnx; r 2 N;  2 [0;T): (29)
From Theorem 1, we then conclude that
E

V (xt;rt;t)

 E

W(0;x0)

+ cbt; 8t  0;
which establishes the niteness of E

V (xt;rt;t)

for every nite time t  0. Taking derivatives to both sides of (12)
with respect to t and using (29), we further conclude that
dE

V (xt;rt;t)

dt
= E

LV (xt;rt;t)

  E

V (xt;rt;t)

+ cb; 8t  0:
From this and the Comparison Principle [5, Lemma 3.4], one obtains
E

V (xt;rt;t)

 e t E

W(0;x0)

+ c
Z
[0;t]
e (t s)(s)ds
 e
 t E

W(0;x0)

+
cb

; 8t  0:
and the inequality (25) then follows from the observation that
E[kxtk
2] 
1

E[W(rt;xt)] =
1

E
hV (xt;rt;t)
(t)
i

E

V (xt;rt;t)

a
:
Proof of Lemma 1. The desired function  can be constructed by the following differential equation:
(0) = 1; 0(s) =
(
(haz(s)   L   )(s)   `haz(s) (s) < 1
min

0;(haz(s)   L   )(s)   `haz(s)
	
(s)  1
8s 2 [0;T): (30)
Although the right-hand-side of (30) is discontinuous, the solution to this differential equation exists globally on [0;T)
and consists of segments on which  is constant and equal to one, interlaced with segments on which it follows the
top branch, which is linear on . By construction, 0(s) satises the inequality in (24) and (s)  1, 8s 2 [0;T). To
complete the proof, it remains to show that there exists a constant a > 0 such that (s)  a, 8s 2 [0;T). To this end
consider an arbitrary interval (s1;s2) on which (s) < 1, 8s 2 (s1;s2) and (s1) = 1. On such interval,  evolves
according to the following linear differential equation
(s1) = 1; 0(s) = (haz(s)      L)(s)   `haz(s); 8s 2 (s1;s2);
whose solution is given by
(s) = e
 (L+)(s s1)+
R s
s1 haz()d   `
Z s
s1
e
 (L+)(s )+
R s
 haz()dhaz()d;
= e
 (L+)(s s1)+
R s
s1 haz()d
1   `e (L+)s1
Z s
s1
e
(L+)+
R s1
 haz()dhaz()d

; 8s 2 [s1;s2): (31)
Using (13), we conclude that
e
R s
 haz()d = e
R s

F0
 ()
1 F () d = e
R F (s)
F ()
dF
1 F = e
log
1 F ()
1 F (s) =
1   F()
1   F(s)
; 80    s < T; (32)
which can be substituted in (31) to obtain
(s) = e
 (L+)(s s1)+
R s
s1 haz()d
1  
`e (L+)s1
1   F(s1)
Z s
s1
e
(L+)F
0
()d

; 8s 2 [s1;s2): (33)
From this and (26), we conclude that
(s)  a := e d1(1   d2) > 0; 8s 2 [s1;s2):
Proof of Corollary 2. To verify condition (i) we use directly the condition C2 in Theorem 3. To this end, pick  > 0
sufciently small so that
`e(L+)T  1: (34)The desired function  can be implicitly dened by the following (linear) differential equation
(0) = 1; 0(s) =  ( + L)(s); 8s 2 [0;T);
whose solution is given by (s) = e (+L)s, 8s 2 [0;T). Using (34), we conclude that `  (s)  1, 8s 2 [0;T) and
therefore
0(s)  haz(s)((s)   `)   ( + L)(s) = (haz(s)      L)(s)   `haz(s); 8s 2 [0;T):
Therefore (24) holds with a := `, b := 1.
To verify condition (ii), it sufces to show that (26b) holds, because this distribution has nite support. To this end,
pick  > 0 sufciently small so that
`
e(L+)T   1
(L + )T
< 1: (35)
For the desired distribution, F(s) = s=T and F 0
(s) = 1=T, 8s 2 [0;T). In this case,
`
e (L+)s1
1   F(s1)
Z s2
s1
e(L+)F 0
()d = `
e(L+)(s2 s1)   1
(L + )(T   s1)
 `
e(L+)(T s1)   1
(L + )(T   s1)
 `
e(L+)T   1
(L + )T
< 1; 80  s1 < s2 < T;
where we used the fact that e
x 1
x is a monotone increasing function of x and (35).
To verify condition (iii), we pick  > 0 sufciently small so that
`
1   (L + ) T
: (36)
For the desired distribution, haz(s) = 1= T, F(s) = 1   e s=  T and F 0
(s) = e s=  T= T, 8s  0. In this case, (26a)
holds because 1= T   L    > 0. As for (26b):
`
e (L+)s1
1   F(s1)
Z s2
s1
e(L+)F 0
()d =
`
 T
Z s2
s1
e(L+  1
 T )( s1)d
=
`
 
1   e(L+  1
 T )(s2 s1)
1   (L + ) T

`
1   (L + )  T
< 1; 8s2 > s1  0;
where we used (36).
V. NETWORKED CONTROL SYSTEMS
Consider a nonlinear plant and remote controller with exogenous disturbances of the following form:
dxP = fP(xP; ^ u)dt + gP(xP; ^ u)dw; y = gP(xP); (37a)
dxC = fC(xC; ^ y)dt + gC(xC; ^ y)dw; u = gC(xC); (37b)
where xP and xC are the states of the plant and the controller; ^ u and y the plant's input and output; ^ y and u the
controller's input and output; and w a standard Wiener process. The plant and the controller are connected through a
two-channel feedback NCS as in Fig. 1. Ignoring network delay, between the sampling times ftk : k 2 Ng both ^ u and
^ y are held constant:
^ ut = ^ utk; ^ yt = ^ ytk; 8t 2 [tk;tk+1); k 2 N; (38)
The signals ut and yt are not necessarily both sampled and sent to the network at every sampling time. Moreover, the
samples sent may be dropped by the network with a given probability3. This is captured by the following model
^ utk =
(
utk u sampled at time tk and not dropped
^ ut
 
k u not sampled at time tk or dropped
8k 2 N; (39a)
^ ytk =
(
ytk y sampled at time tk and not dropped
^ yt
 
k y not sampled at time tk or dropped
8k 2 N: (39b)
3This model ignores network quantization. However, it would be straightforward to include it.This sampling model with drops can be written compactly as
^ utk = utk + zk(^ ut
 
k   utk) + (1   zk)u
 
k   1;et
 
k

; (40a)
^ ytk = ytk + zk(^ yt
 
k   ytk) + (1   zk)y
 
k   1;et
 
k

; (40b)
where zk 2 Z := f0;1g is equal to one if the sample sent at time tk is dropped and equal to zero otherwise,
e = [
eu
ey ] :=
h
^ u u
^ y y
i
, and
u(k   1;e) :=
(
0 u sampled at time tk
eu u not sampled at time tk
y(k   1;e) :=
(
0 y sampled at time tk
ey y not sampled at time tk
Nesic and Teel [6], Walsh et al. [11] actually consider a sampling model more general than (39), as they allow for a
subset of the entries of the vectors u and y to be transmitted through the network at each sampling time. In practice,
this means that at each sampling time only some entries of u() and y() are set equal to zero. Following Nesic and
Teel [6], we capture this by generalizing (40) to
etk = zket
 
k + (1   zk)(k   1;et
 
k ); 8t 2 [tk;tk+1); k 2 N; (41)
where (k   1;) species which entries of u and y are sampled at the kth sampling time. The function () can be
regarded as implementing a network access protocol that decides which input/output channels should be sampled at each
time tk, k 2 N. When this decision is based on the current mismatches between u and ^ u and/or between y and ^ y, we
have a dynamic protocol, such as the try-once-discard protocol in [6, 11]. Otherwise, we have a static protocol, such as
the round-robin protocol in [6, 11, 13].
We are interested in networked control systems for which the sampling times ftk 2 [0;1) : k 2 Ng and the drops
fzk 2 Z : k 2 Ng are the jump times and the jump points, respectively, of a renewal process rt with hazard rate haz
and measure Z for the jump points. The measure Z corresponds to a Bernoulli random variable with probability of
drop (i.e., zk = 1) equal to p. Dening x :=

x0
P x0
C
0
, the NCS described by (37), (38), and (41) can be modeled by
a stochastic impulsive system of the form
dxt = g(xt;et)dt + (xt;et)dwt; 8t  0; x 2 Rnx; w 2 Rnw; (42a)
det = f(xt;et)dt + (xt;et)dwt 8t 2 [tk;tk+1); e 2 R
ne; (42b)
etk = zket
 
k + (1   zk)(k   1;et
 
k ); 8k 2 N: (42c)
In view of the results in Section IV, the stability of (42) can be deduced by analyzing the weak solution-processes to
the following jump-diffusion equation
dxt = g(xt;et)dt + (xt;et)dwt; (43a)
det = f(xt;et)dt + (xt;et)dwt +
Z
Z
(zet  + (1   z)(rt ;et )   et )n(dt;dz); (43b)
drt =
Z
Z
n(dt;dz); (43c)
dt = dt  
Z
Z
(t )n(dt;dz); (43d)
with jump intensity haz(t )Z(dz) and initialization r0 = 0 = 0 with probability one.
Theorem 4: Assume that the following two conditions hold:
C3 There exist nonnegative functions U;Y : Rnx ! [0;1), W : N  Rne ! [0;1) and constants Lx;L 2 R,
;`;c1;c2;1;2  0 for which
rxU(x)  g(x;e) +
1
2
trace[(x;e)0HxU(x)(x;e)]   U(x) + LxW(r;e) + c1; (44a)
rxU(x)  g(x;e) +
1
2
trace[(x;e)0HxU(x)(x;e)]
+ reW(r;e)  f(x;e) +
1
2
trace[(x;e)0HeW(r;e)(x;e)]
  U(x) + (L + Lx)W(r;e) + c1 + c2; (44b)(1   p)W(r + 1;(r;e)) + pW(r + 1;e)  `W(r;e); (44c)
U(x)  1kxk2; W(r;e)  2kek2; 8r 2 N; e 2 Rne; x 2 Rnx: (44d)
C4 There exists a continuously differentiable functions 1;2 : [0;T) ! [0;1) and constants  > 0, 0 < a  b < 1
such that
0
1(s)  (haz(s) +    )1(s)   1(0)haz(s); (45a)
0
2(s)  (haz(s)   L   )2(s)   Lx1(s)   `2(0)haz(s); (45b)
a  2(s)  1(s)  b; 8s 2 [0;T): (45c)
Then every weak solution-process xt, et to (43) for which E[U(x0)] < 1 and E[W(0;e0)] < 1 is mean-square
stable. 
A. Condition C4
Intuitively, the stability of the solutions to the stochastic impulsive system (43) will rely on frequent jumps that keep
the error process et small. The condition C4 in Theorem 4 implicitly expresses this requirements but it is difcult to
verify directly. The next Lemma provides an alternative version of this condition (possibly more conservative) that is
generally straightforward to verify.
Lemma 2: Assume that there exists constants d1 < 1, d2 < 1 such that
Z s
s1
haz()d  (L + )(s   s1)   d1; (46a)
e (L+)s1
1   F(s1)
Z s2
s1
e(L+)

`F 0
() + Lx
 
1   F()

d  d2; (46b)
80  s1 < s2 < T. Then condition C4 in Theorem 4 holds. 
Note that when Lx = 0 the assumptions of Lemma 2 are exactly the same as the ones of Lemma 1. This corresponds
to the (somewhat unlikely) situation of a process xt that is stable regardless of the evolution of et [cf. (44a)].
Lemma 2 allows one to determine whether or not condition C4 in Theorem 4 holds for given distributions of the
inter-jump time. The following corollary, considers a few common distributions:
Corollary 3: C4 in Theorem 4 holds for any of the following distributions of the inter-jump times:
(i) F is any distribution with support on [0;T) and
` + Lx
L
1 + Lx
L
eLT < 1: (47)
(ii) F is uniformly distributed on [0;T) and
` + Lx
L
1 + Lx
L
eLT   1
LT
< 1 (48)
(iii) F is exponentially distributed with mean  T and
` + Lx  T
1   L T
< 1: (49)
The condition (47) is analogous to the one found by Nesic and Teel [6] for deterministic worst-case sampling times
and no drops, but the constants involved do not have the same numerical values and it does seem easy to prove that one
condition is strictly less conservative than the other. However, for all the examples in Section VI, condition (47) does
lead to less conservative results than the one found by Nesic and Teel [6]. The most signicant advantage of this result
with respect to the ones derived for deterministic worst-case sampling times (e.g., by Nesic and Teel [6], Walsh et al.
[10, 11]) is realized when the inter-sampling time distribution is available. E.g., when LT  1 and the distribution is
uniform, (48) allows ` to become almost LT larger than (47). This result also applies to Bernoulli drops, which is not
possible in a deterministic setting.
Remark 3: The inequalities (46) in Lemma 2 are used to show that there exists a constant a > 0 such that the solution
to the nonlinear scalar differential equation

0
2(s) =
(
(haz(s)   L   )2(s)   Lx   `haz(s) 2(s) < 1
min

0;(haz(s)   L   )2(s)   Lx   `haz(s)
	
2(s)  1
with initial condition 2(0) = 1 remains larger than or equal to a for every s 2 [0;T). For specic hazard rates, one
may verify that this is so by numerically solving the above differential equation. However, a numerical verication does
not permit the derivation of clean conditions between `, L, and Lx such as the ones provided by Corollary 3. B. Condition C3
For linear systems and quadratic functions U, W, Y , the condition C3 in Theorem 4 can be veried numerically in
an efcient manner. To this effect, we restrict our attention to system dynamics of the form4
g(x;e) = Axxx + Axee; f(x;e) = Aexx + Aeee;
(x;e) = Bx; (x;e) = Be; (r;e) = R(r;e)e; 8r 2 N; x 2 Rnx; e 2 Rne;
and functions U and W of the form U(x) = x0Qx, Q = Q0, 8x 2 Rnx and W(r;e) = e0Pre, Pr = P 0
r, 8r 2 N,
e 2 Rne, respectively. In this case, the inequalities in (44) take the form

x0 e0

QAxx + A0
xxQ + Q QAxe
A0
xeQ  LxPr

x
e

 c1   trace[B0
xQBx] (51a)

x0 e0

QAxx + A0
xxQ + Q QAxe + A0
exPr
A0
xeQ + PrAex PrAee + A0
eePr   (L + Lx)Pr

x
e

 c1 + c2   trace[B
0
xQBx + B
0
ePrBe] (51b)
x0(Q   1I)x  0; e0(Pr   2I)e  0; (51c)
e0 
(1   p)R(r;e)0Pr+1R(r;e) + pPr+1   `Pr

e  0; 8r 2 N; e 2 Rne; x 2 Rnx: (51d)
The existence of the constants c1, c2, L, Lx, `, 1, 2 and the matrices Q = Q0, Pr = P 0
r, r 2 N for which (51a)(51c)
hold is equivalent to the feasibility of the following family of matrix inequalities in the unknowns L, Lx, `, 1, 2,
Q = Q0, Pr = P 0
r, r 2 N:

QAxx + A0
xxQ + Q QAxe
A0
xeQ  LxPr

 0 (52a)

QAxx + A0
xxQ + Q QAxe + A0
exPr
A0
xeQ + PrAex PrAee + A0
eePr   (L + Lx)Pr

 0; (52b)
Q   1I  0; Pr   2I  0; 8r 2 N: (52c)
This is because whenever (52a)(52c)hold, then (51a)(51c) also hold with c1 := trace

B0
xQBx], c2 := supr2N trace

B0
ePrBe].
Conversely, if (52a)(52c) do not hold, then it is straightforward to show that (51a)(51c) cannot hold for nite constants
c1, c2.
For protocols such as the round-robin protocol in [6, 11, 13], the matrices R(r;e) are independent of e and periodic
with respect to the integer r, i.e.,
R(r + kN;e) = Rr; 8r 2 f1;2;:::;Ng; k 2 N; (53)
for some nite period N 2 N. In this case, we can restrict the search to periodic matrices Pr and (51d) also becomes
a matrix inequality of the form5
(1   p)R0
rPr+1Rr + pPr+1  `Pr; 8r 2 N: (54)
Alternatively, for protocol such as the try-once-discard protocol in [6, 11], the matrices R(r;e) do not depend on the
integer r and instead are chosen from a nite collection of symmetric projection matrices6 Ri, i 2 f1;2;:::;Ng, based
on the current value of e. We recall that a matrix R is called a projection matrix if R2 = R. In particular,
R(r;e) = arg min
Ri:i2f1;:::;ng
e0Rie; 8r 2 N; e 2 Rne: (55)
In this case, a sufcient condition for (51d) to hold with Pr = P, 8r 2 N is that
e0Rie  e0Rje; 8j ) e0 
(1   p)R0
iPRi + pP   `P

e  0; 8i 2 f1;2;:::;Ng; e 2 Rne;
which is further implied by the following family of matrix inequalities on the unknowns ij  0
(1   p)R
0
iPRi + pP +
X
j6=i
ij(Rj   Ri)  `P: (56)
As seen in Section V-A, condition C4 implicitly imposes a constraint between `, L, and Lx, for which small values
of ` favor stability. We can therefore let L and Lx range over [0;1) and verify if C4 holds for the smallest constant
` for which (52), (54) [or (52), (56)] is feasible. These are quasi-convex generalized eigenvalue minimization problem
(GEVP), which can be solved very efciently [1].
4It would be straightforward to generalize the results in this section to functions f;q;; that are afne on x and e.
5Although (52), (54) exhibit a quantication over r 2 N, because of the periodicity in r, one only has to verify N inequalities.
6A matrix R is called a projection matrix if R2 = R.The inequality (44c) should be viewed as a requirement on the network access protocol specied by the function
(). In practice, L > 0 and to keep et bounded one needs ` < 1. In this case, (44c) requires the protocol to dene an
exponentially stable auxiliary stochastic discrete-time system
yk+1 =
(
(k;yk) with probability 1   p
yk with probability p
Motivated by Nesic and Teel [6], we use the terminology uniformly exponentially stable protocol to denote any protocol
that satises (44c).
Remark 4: It is worth noting that if the xt dynamics in (43a) with et = 0 (ideal network) are asymptotically stable
 which corresponds to Axx Hurwitz  then the matrix inequalities in (52) are always feasible for sufciently large
constants Lx;L > 0. In this case, as long as the protocol can guarantee that (51d) holds for some ` < 1, any of the
inequalities in Corollary 3 can be made to hold by selecting L sufciently large and T (or  T) sufciently small. This
conrms the intuitive notion that if the closed-loop system is stable for an ideal network and sampling is sufciently
frequent, then the NCS will remain stable. 
C. Proofs of Theorem 4, Lemma 2, and Corollary 3
Proof of Theorem 4. Applying the operator L dened in Theorem 1 to the nonnegative function V (x;e;r;) :=
1()U(x) + 2()W(r;e), 8x 2 Rnx, e 2 Rne, r 2 N,  2 [0;T) yields
LV (x;e;r;) = rV (x;e;r;) + rxV (x;e;r;)  g(x;e) + reV (x;e;r;)  f(x;e)
+
1
2
trace[(x;e)0HxV (x;e;r;)(x;e)]
+
1
2
trace[(x;e)
0HeV (x;e;r;)(x;e)]
+ haz()
Z
Z

V (x;(r;e;z);r + 1;0)   V (x;e;r;)

Z(dz)
= 
0
1()U(x) + 
0
2()W(r;e)
+ 1()

rxU(x)  g(x;e) +
1
2
trace[(x;e)0HxU(x)(x;e)]

+ 2()

reW(r;e)  f(x;e) +
1
2
trace[(x;e)
0HeW(r;e)(x;e)]

+ haz()
Z
Z

1(0)U(x) + 2(0)W(r + 1;ze+ (1   z)(r;e))
  1()U(x)   2()W(r;e)

Z(dz)
= 0
1()U(x) + 0
2()W(r;e)
+ 1()

rxU(x)  g(x;e) +
1
2
trace[(x;e)
0HxU(x)(x;e)]

+ 2()

reW(r;e)  f(x;e) +
1
2
trace[(x;e)0HeW(r;e)(x;e)]

+ haz()

1(0)U(x) + 2(0)
Z
Z
W(r + 1;ze+ (1   z)(r;e))Z(dz)
  1()U(x)   2()W(r;e)

= 
0
1()U(x) + 
0
2()W(r;e)
+ 1()

rxU(x)  g(x;e) +
1
2
trace[(x;e)0HxU(x)(x;e)]

+ 2()

reW(r;e)  f(x;e) +
1
2
trace[(x;e)
0HeW(r;e)(x;e)]

+ haz()

1(0)U(x) + 2(0)(1   p)W(r + 1;(r;e)) + 2(0)pW(r + 1;e)
  1()U(x)   2()W(r;e)

= 0
1()U(x) + 0
2()W(r;e)
+
 
1()   2()

rxU(x)  g(x;e) +
1
2
trace[(x;e)0HxU(x)(x;e)]

+ 2()

reW(r;e)  f(x;e) +
1
2
trace[(x;e)0HeW(r;e)(x;e)]+ rxU(x)  g(x;e) +
1
2
trace[(x;e)
0HxU(x)(x;e)]

+ haz()

1(0)U(x) + 2(0)(1   p)W(r + 1;(r;e)) + 2(0)pW(r + 1;e)
  1()U(x)   2()W(r;e)

:
Using (44a)(44c) we conclude that
LV (x;e;r;)  
0
1()U(x) + 
0
2()W(r;e)
+
 
1()   2()
 
  U(x) + LxW(r;e) + c1

+ 2()
 
  U(x) + (L + Lx)W(r;e) + c1 + c2

+ haz()
 
`1(0)W(r;e)   1()U(x)   2()W(r;e)

=

0
1()   1() + haz()
 
1(0)   1()

U(x)

0
2() + Lx1() + L2() + haz()
 
`2(0)   2()

W(r;e)
+ c11() + c22()
Our choice of 1, 2 satisfying (45) simplies the above to
LV (x;e;r;)   V (x;e;r;) + (c1 + c2)b;
8x 2 Rnx; e 2 Rne; r 2 N;  2 [0;T). The result then follows from a reasoning completely analogous to the one used
in the proof of Theorem 3.
Proof of Lemma 2. Without loss of generality we assume that    and take 1(s) = 1, 8s 2 [0;T), for which (45a)
holds trivially. We then construct 2 using the following differential equation:
2(0) = 1; 
0
2(s) =
(
(haz(s)   L   )2(s)   Lx   `haz(s) 2(s) < 1
min

0;(haz(s)   L   )2(s)   Lx   `haz(s)
	
2(s)  1
8s 2 [0;T): (57)
By construction, 2(s) satises (45b) and 2(s)  1(s) = 1, 8s 2 [0;T). To complete the proof, it remains to show
that there exists a constant a > 0 such that 2(s)  a, 8s 2 [0;T). To this end consider an arbitrary interval (s1;s2)
on which 2(s) < 1, 8s 2 (s1;s2) and 2(s1) = 1. On such interval, 2 evolves according to the following linear
differential equation
2(s1) = 1; 0
2(s) = (haz(s)   L   )2(s)   Lx   `haz(s); 8s 2 (s1;s2);
whose solution is given by
2(s) = e
 (L+)(s s1)+
R s
s1 haz()d  
Z s
s1
e
 (L+)(s )+
R s
 haz()d 
`haz() + Lx

d;
= e
 (L+)(s s1)+
R s
s1 haz()d
1   e (L+)s1
Z s
s1
e
(L+)+
R s1
 haz()d 
`haz() + Lx

d

;
= e
 (L+)(s s1)+
R s
s1 haz()d
1  
e (L+)s1
1   F(s1)
Z s
s1
e
(L+)

`F
0
() + Lx
 
1   F()

d

;
8s 2 [s1;s2) [cf. derivation of (33)]. From this and (46), we conclude that
2(s)  a := e
 d1(1   d2) > 0; 8s 2 [s1;s2):
Proof of Corollary 3. To verify condition (i) we use directly the condition C4 in Theorem 4. To this effect, we note
that (47) is equivalent to
e LT >
` + Lx
L
1 + Lx
L
,

1 +
Lx
L

e LT  
Lx
L
> `
and therefore we can pick  > 0 sufciently small so that
  ;

1 +
Lx
L + 

e (L+)T  
Lx
L + 
 `: (58)We pick 1(s) = 1, 8s 2 [0;T) and 2 is implicitly dened by the following (linear) differential equation
2(0) = 1; 0
2(s) =  (L + )2(s)   Lx; 8s 2 [0;T);
whose solution is given by
2(s) =

1 +
Lx
L + 

e (L+)s  
Lx
L + 
8s 2 [0;T):
Since 2 is monotone decreasing, we conclude using (58) that
`  2(T)  2(s)  2(0) = 1 = 1(s); 8s 2 [0;T);
and therefore
0
1(s) = 0  haz(s)
 
1(s)   1(0)

+ (   )1(s);

0
2(s) =  (L + )2(s)   Lx1(s)  haz(s)
 
2(s)   `2(0)

  (L + )2(s)   Lx1(s):
Therefore (45) holds with a := `, b := 1.
To verify condition (ii), it sufces to show that (46b) holds, because this distribution has nite support and therefore
(46a) holds with d1 = (L + )T. To this effect, we note that (48) is equivalent to

` +
Lx
L
eLT   1
LT
 
Lx
L
< 1:
and therefore we can pick  > 0 sufciently small so that

` +
Lx
L + 
e(L+)T   1
(L + )T
 
Lx
L + 
< 1: (59)
For the desired distribution, F(s) = s=T and F 0
(s) = 1=T, 8s 2 [0;T). In this case,
e (L+)s1
1   F(s1)
Z s2
s1
e
(L+)

`F
0
() + Lx
 
1   F()

d
=
e (L+)s1
T   s1
Z s2
s1
e(L+)

` + Lx(T   )

d
=
e(L+)(s2 s1)(Lx + (` + Lx(T   s2))(L + ))   (Lx + (` + Lx(T   s1))(L + ))
(L + )2(T   s1)
=
e(L+)(s2 s1)(` + Lx
L+ + Lx(T   s2))   (` + Lx
L+ + Lx(T   s1))
(L + )(T   s1)
; 80  s1 < s2 < T:
Since e(L+)(s2 s1)(` + Lx
L+ + Lx(T   s2) is a monotone increasing function of s2, we can construct an upper bound
by setting s2 = T, which yields
e (L+)s1
1   F(s1)
Z s2
s1
e(L+)

`F 0
() + Lx
 
1   F()

d

(` + Lx
L+)e(L+)(T s1)   (` + Lx
L+ + Lx(T   s1))
(L + )(T   s1)
=

` +
Lx
L + 
e(L+)(T s1)   1
(L + )(T   s1)
 
Lx
L + 


` +
Lx
L + 
e(L+)T   1
(L + )T
 
Lx
L + 
< 1; 80  s1 < s2 < T:
where we used the fact that e
x 1
x is a monotone increasing function of x and (59).
To verify condition (iii), we pick  > 0 sufciently small so that
` + Lx  T
1   (L + ) T
< 1: (60)
For the desired distribution, haz(s) = 1= T, F(s) = 1   e s=  T and F 0
(s) = e s=  T= T, 8s  0. In this case, (46a)
holds because 1= T   L    > 0. As for (46b):
e (L+)s1
1   F(s1)
Z s2
s1
e
(L+)

`F
0
() + Lx
 
1   F()

d =
 `
 T
+ Lx
Z s2
s1
e
(L+  1
 T )( s1)d=
` + Lx  T
1   (L + ) T
 
1   e(L+  1
 T )(s2 s1)

` + Lx  T
1   (L + )  T
< 1; 8s2 > s1  0;
where we used (60).
VI. EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION
We investigate the conservativeness of the stability conditions derived above in the context of two benchmark problems
that previously appeared in the literature.
A. Batch Reactor
This example appeared in [2, 6, 11] and considers the control of the following linearized model for a two-input/two-
output unstable batch reactor:
_ xP = APxP + BP ^ u; y = CPxP;
where
AP :=
2
6 6
4
1:38  0:2077 6:715  5:676
 0:5814  4:29 0 0:675
1:067 4:273  6:654 5:893
0:048 4:273 1:343  2:104
3
7 7
5; BP :=
2
6 6
4
0 0
5:679 0
1:136  3:146
1:136 0
3
7 7
5; CP :=

1 0 1  1
0 1 0 0

:
This system is controlled by the following PI controller:
_ xC = ACxC + BC^ y; u = CCxC + DC^ y;
where
AC :=

0 0
0 0

; BC :=

0 1
1 0

; CC :=

 2 0
0 8

; DC :=

0  2
5 0

:
Following Nesic and Teel [6], Walsh et al. [11], we assume that only the outputs are transmitted over the network, which
means that ^ u = u, e = ^ y   u. This leads to the following matrices in (50):
Axx :=

AP + BPDCCP BPCC
BCCP AC

; Axe :=

BPDC
BC

;
Aex :=

 CP 0

Axx; Aee :=

 CP 0

Axe:
In the equations above, we omitted the noise terms since these do not affect the stability conditions (although they do
affect the upper bounds on the state and error variances). For the round-robin protocol we assumed that the rst entry
of the output vector was transmitted at the odd samples, and the second entry at the even samples. This corresponds to
R1 :=

0 0
0 1

; R2 :=

1 0
0 0

;
in (53). The same projection matrices were used in (55) for the try-once-Discard protocol, which then sends the entry
of the output vector with largest absolute value. Table I summarizes the results obtained.
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF STABILITY CONDITIONS FOR THE BATCH REACTOR EXAMPLE
Round-robin Try-once-discard
no drops p = 50% no drops p = 50%
Maximum (deterministic) time interval between samples computed from
the results in Walsh et al. [11] (values taken from Walsh et al. [11])
 10 5 NA  10 5 NA
Maximum (deterministic) time interval between samples computed from
the results in Nesic and Teel [6] (values taken from Nesic and Teel [6])
0.0082 NA 0.01 NA
Maximum (deterministic) time interval between samples computed from
the results in Carnevale et al. [2] (values taken from Carnevale et al. [2])
0.009 NA 0.0108 NA
Maximum (deterministic) time interval between samples computed from
the results in Tabbara et al. [9] (values taken from Tabbara et al. [9])
0.0123 NA NA NA
Maximum support for an arbitrary inter-sampling time distribution from
the condition (i) in Corollary 3
0.0279 0.010323 0.0200 0.008804
Maximum support for a uniform inter-sampling time distribution from the
condition (ii) in Corollary 3
0.0517 0.019921 0.0372 0.017032
Maximum average for an exponential inter-sampling time distribution
from the condition (iii) in Corollary 3
0.0217 0.009239 0.0158 0.007946TABLE II
COMPARISON OF STABILITY CONDITIONS FOR THE CH-47 TANDEM-ROTOR HELICOPTER EXAMPLE
Round-robin Try-once-discard
no drops p = 50% no drops p = 50%
Maximum (deterministic) time interval between samples computed from
the results in Ye et al. [12] (values taken from Tabbara et al. [9])
3:13  10 19 NA ? NA
Maximum (deterministic) time interval between samples computed from
the results in Nesic and Teel [6] (values taken from Tabbara et al. [9])
1:20  10 5 NA ? NA
Maximum (deterministic) time interval between samples computed from
the results in Tabbara et al. [9] (values taken from Tabbara et al. [9])
2:81  10 4 NA NA NA
Maximum support for an arbitrary inter-sampling time distribution from
the condition (i) in Corollary 3
8:02  10 4 2:95  10 4 5:38  10 4 2:39  10 4
Maximum support for a uniform inter-sampling time distribution from the
condition (ii) in Corollary 3
1:48  10 3 5:69  10 4 1:01  10 3 4:63  10 4
Maximum average for an exponential inter-sampling time distribution
from the condition (iii) in Corollary 3
6:21  10 4 2:64  10 4 4:34  10 4 2:17  10 4
B. CH-47 tandem-rotor helicopter
This example appeared in [8] and considers the control of a CH-47 tandem-rotor helicopter in the horizontal plane,
around a nominal airspeed of 40knots, which can be modeled by
_ xP = APxP + BP ^ u; y = CPxP;
where the output y1 denotes the vertical velocity (in knots/hour), the output y2 the pitch altitude (in radians), the input
u1 the collective rotor thrust, the input u2 the differential rotor thrust, and
AP :=
2
6
6
4
 :02 0:005 2:4  32
 0:14 0:44  1:3  30
0 0:018  1:6 1:2
0 0 1 0
3
7
7
5; BP :=
2
6
6
4
0:14  0:12
0:36  8:6
0:35 0:009
0 0
3
7
7
5; CP :=

0 1 0 0
0 0 0 57:3

:
This system is controlled by the following static controller from [8]
u = DC^ y;
where
DC :=

 12:7177  45:0824
63:5163 25:9144

:
Following Tabbara et al. [8], we assume that only the outputs are transmitted over the network, which means that ^ u = u,
e = ^ y   u. This leads to the following matrices in (50):
Axx := AP + BPDCCP; Axe := BPDC;
Aex :=  CPAxx; Aee :=  CPAxe:
In the equations above, we omitted the noise terms since these do not affect the stability conditions (although they do
affect the upper bounds on the state and error variances). For the round-robin protocol we assumed that the rst entry
of the output vector was transmitted at the odd samples, and the second entry at the even samples. This corresponds to
R1 :=

0 0
0 1

; R2 :=

1 0
0 0

;
in (53). The same projection matrices were used in (55) for the try-once-Discard protocol, which then sends the entry
of the output vector with largest absolute value. Table II summarizes the results obtained.
Several conclusions can be drawn from these two examples:
(i) Theorem 4 appears to be less conservative than its previously published deterministic counterparts. In particular,
in the absence of drops, the distribution-independent condition (i) in Corollary 3 allows for supports for the inter-
sampling time distribution larger than the maximum time between samples computed from previously published
results.
(ii) Informationabout the inter-sampling time distribution permits less conservative results. E.g., when the distribution
is known to be uniform, its support can almost double with respect to the distribution-independent result.Moreover, even inter-sampling time distributions with innite-support (such as the exponential distribution) can
result in stable NCSs.
(iii) Achieving stability in the presence of drops, generally requires shorter inter-sampling times. E.g., with 50%
drop probability, the inter-sampling time must generally decrease to smaller than one half.
APPENDIX
Proof of Theorem 1. From (8), we conclude that xt is the sum of four factors:
(i) A nite-valued and F0-measurable process x0.
(ii) A continuous local martingale
xc
t :=
Z
[0;t]
(xs )dws: (61)
First, note that this integral is well dened in the sense of [4, Theorem I.4.31, p. 46] because wt is a semimartin-
gale [4, Proposition I.4.10, p. 40] and (x ) is locally bounded (because xt is locally bounded) and predictable
[4, Proposition I.2.6, p. 17]. Since wt is actually a continuous martingale [4, Proposition I.4.10, p. 40], we
conclude that xc
t is also a continuous local martingale [4, Corollary I.4.55d, p. 55].
(iii) A purely discontinuous local martingale
Z
[0;t]Z
(xs ;z)n(ds;dz)  
Z
[0;t]Z
(xs ;z)(xs ;dz)ds (62)
Since (xs;z) is cadlag, (xs ;z) is predictable [4, Proposition I.2.6, p. 17] and we conclude from [4, Proposition
II.1.28, p. 72] that (62) is equal to
Z
[0;t]Z
(xs ;z)
 
n(ds;dz)   (xs ;dz)

ds;
with the integral dened as in [4, Denition II.1.27, p. 72], which automatically guarantees that this term is a
purely discontinuous local martingale.
(iv) A nite-variation predictable process
Z
[0;t]
f(xs )ds +
Z
[0;t]Z
(xs ;z)(xs ;dz)ds
=
Z
[0;t]

f(xs ) +
Z
Z
(xs ;z)(xs ;dz)

ds
Since f(xs) +
R
Z (xs;z)(xs;dz) is cadlag, f(xs )+
R
Z (xs ;z)(xs ;dz) is optional [4, Corollary I.1.25,
p. 7] and predictable [4, Proposition I.2.6, p. 17]. We therefore conclude that the integral on the right can be
dened in the sense of [4, Equation I.3.4, p. 28], which means that it has nite-variation and is predictable.
This shows that xt is a special semimartingale [4, Denition I.4.21, p. 43] and that xc
t is the continuous martingale part
of xt [4, Denition I.4.27, p. 45].
From It o's formula [4, Theorem I.4.57, p. 57], we conclude that V (xt) is also a semimartingale and
V (xt) = V (x0) +
Z
[0;t]
rV (xs )  dxs +
1
2
Z
[0;t]
X
i;jd
@2V (xs )
@xi@xj dqi;j
s
+
X
st

V (xs  + xs)   V (xs )   rV (xs )  xs

; (63)
where xs := xs   xs  and qi;j := hxi;c;xj;ci. First note that because of (61), [4, Theorem I.4.40d, p. 48], and [4,
Denition I.4.9b, p. 39], we have that
q
i;j
t := hxi;c;xj;cit =
X
k;`m
Z
[0;t]
i;k(xs )j;`(xs )dhwk;w`it
=
X
km
Z
[0;t]
i;k(xs )j;k(xs )dt;and therefore
Z
[0;t]
X
i;jd
@2V (xs )
@xi@xj dqi;j
s =
Z
[0;t]
X
km
X
i;jd
@2V (xs )
@xi@xj i;k(xs )j;k(xs )ds: (64)
Second, since the jump xs of xs at time s is equal to (xs ;z), we can re-write the summation in(63) as
Z
[0;t]Z

V
 
xs  + (xs ;z)

  V (xs )   rV (xs )  (xs ;z)

n(ds;dz);
which can be re-written as
Z
[0;t]Z

V
 
xs  + (xs ;z)

  V (xs )

n(ds;dz)
 
Z
[0;t]Z
rV (xs )  (xs ;z)n(ds;dz)
=
Z
[0;t]Z

V
 
xs  + (xs ;z)

  V (xs )

(xs ;dz)ds
 
Z
[0;t]Z
rV (xs )  (xs ;z)n(ds;dz) + mt; (65)
for some martingale mt. Therefore, replacing (64) and (65) in (63) and using (11), we conclude that
V (xt)   V (x0) =
Z
[0;t]
rV (xs )  dxs
+
1
2
Z
[0;t]
X
i;jd
X
km
@2V (xs )
@xi@xj i;k(xs )j;k(xs )ds
+
Z
[0;t]Z

V
 
xs  + (xs ;z)

  V (xs )

(xs ;dz)ds
 
Z
[0;t]Z
rV (xs )  (xs ;z)n(ds;dz) + mt
=
Z
[0;t]
rV (xs )  dxs +
Z
[0;t]

LV (xs )   rV (xs )  f(xs )

ds
 
Z
[0;t]Z
rV (xs )  (xs ;z)n(ds;dz) + mt;
where we used the fact that
X
km
X
i;jd
@2V (y)
@yi@yj i;k(y)j;k(y) = trace[(y)0HV (y)(y)]; 8y 2 Rnx:
We thus conclude that
V (xt)   V (x0)  
Z
[0;t]
LV (xs )ds =
=
Z
[0;t]
rV (xs )  dxs  
Z
[0;t]
rV (xs )  f(xs )ds
 
Z
[0;t]
rV (xs ) 
Z
Z
(xs ;z)n(ds;dz) + mt
=
Z
[0;t]
rV (xs ) 

dxs   f(xs )ds  
Z
Z
(xs ;z)n(ds;dz)

+ mt
=
Z
[0;t]
rV (xs )  dx
c
t + mt;
which is a martingale because xc
t is a continuous local martingale and rV (xs ) is locally bounded (because xt is
locally bounded) and predictable [4, Corollary I.4.55d, p. 55]. Finally, from the martingale property, we conclude that
E
h
V (xt)   V (x0)  
Z
[0;t]
LV (xs )ds
i= E
h
E

V (xt)   V (x0)  
Z
[0;t]
LV (xs )ds

 F0
i
= 0;
from which we obtain
E
h
V (xt)  
Z
[0;t]
LV (xs )ds
i
= E

V (x0)

< 1:
When V is uniformly upper-bounded, this must necessarily imply that
E[V (xt)] = E

V (x0)

+ E
hZ
[0;t]
LV (xs )ds
i
;
whether or not the left-most and the right-most expectations are nite. Since LV (xs) is cadlag, LV (xs ) is optional
[4, Corollary I.1.25, p. 7] and therefore the integral in the right-hand side can be dened in the sense of [4, Equation
I.3.4, p. 28]. The nal result then follows from Fubini's Theorem.
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